
Gam�   Day�   

Arrive :   4:30pm   

Tee   Off:    5:00pm   

Keeton   Park   Golf   Course    --    2323   N   JIM   MILLER   RD.     

Warm   Up   

● Meet   us   on   the   putting   green   to   warm   up.     
● If   your   player   wants   to   hit   range   balls,   please   grab   a   small   bucket   from   the   Pro   Shop.   

Please   meet   us   on   the   putting   green   by   4:50   for   announcements.     

Golf   Carts   

Please...   

● Rent   a   spectator   cart   in   the   Pro   Shop   and   have   your   Python   load   their   clubs   on   your   cart.   
● We   will   have   a   coach   with   each   group   to   facilitate   the   day's   play.     
● Do   not   allow   anyone   to   stand   on   the   back   of   the   golf   cart   to   ensure   safety   for   all   Pythons.     
● Do   not   allow   your   players   to   drive   the   cart   before   or   after   the   round,   on   the   course   is   okay   

if   they   are   being   supervised.     

Game   Day   Uniform   

● Blue   Team   always   wears   Blue   Jersey.   
● Orange   Team   always   wears   Orange   Jersey.     
● Closed   toe   shoes.     

Game   Day   Format     

SCRAMBLE:    PGA   Jr.   League   utilizes   scramble   format   for   competition.    All    players   on   the   
Orange   Team   hit   drives.   The   best   shot   is   selected,   then   each   player   plays   from   the   selected   spot,   
and   this   process   continues   until   the   ball   is   holed.   All   players   on   the   Blue   Team   will   do   the   same.     

MATCH   PLAY:    Match   play   is   a   form   of   play   where   a   player   (or   players)   competes   directly   
against   an   opponent   (or   opponents)   in   a   head-to-head   match.    As   in   traditional   match   play,   each   
hole   is   won   by   the   team   with   the   lowest   score.   The   team   that   wins   more   holes   in   a   flag,   wins   that   
flag,   and   wins   one   point.   



GAME    –   A   competition   between   two   PGA   Jr.   League   teams.   A   
GAME   consists   of   two   teams   each   fielding   multiple   players   that   
are   broken   down   into   two-person   pairs.   

MATCH    –   As   part   of   the   GAME,   pairs   participate   in   head-to-head   
MATCHES.   A   MATCH   is   nine   holes   in   length   and   the   Captain   or   
Coach   is   responsible   for   appropriately   assigning   pairs   to   each   
MATCH.   

FLAG    –   Each   MATCH   is   broken   into   three   of   these.   A   FLAG   is   
three   holes   in   a   row,   and   each   team   has   the   opportunity   to   earn   
points   at   the   end   of   each   FLAG.   Each   13u   GAME   consists   of   12   
FLAGS   and   each   17u   GAME   consists   of   9   FLAGS.   

  

  

  


